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General Studies-2; Topics Covered: Important aspects of governance, transparency and 
accountability. 

CJI under the ambit of RTI Act 

1) Introduction 

• The Supreme Court held that the office of the Chief Justice of India is a public authority and falls 
within the ambit of the Right to Information Act. 

• It agreed in principle to share information but on a case-to-case basis and subject to RTI safeguards. 

• The RTI Act is a strong weapon that enhances accountability, citizen activism and, consequently, 
participative democracy. 

2) Background 

• The Supreme Court upheld the 2010 Delhi high court verdict. 

• The Delhi High Court in 2010, ruled that the CJI’s office was under the ambit of the RTI. 

• Independence of the judiciary was not a privilege but a responsibility cast upon the office, the High 
Court had ruled. 

3) Significance 

• The verdict underlines the balance Supreme Court needs between transparency and protecting its 
independence. 

• The step is significant because it opens the doors to RTI requests that will test the frontiers of what 
has been a rather opaque system. 

• Supreme court has reiterated the established position that “no one is above the law“. 

• The verdict has opened so many doors and even lawmakers (members of Parliament, Legislative 
Assemblies) and others ought to be under the RTI Act. 

4) Arguments in favour of CJI under RTI Act 

• Independence and accountability go hand in hand and that independence of the judiciary can't be 
ensured only by denying information. 

• There should be a balance between RTI and privacy, and that information-seeking should be 
calibrated. 

• The principal consideration is of public interest and that judges are not above the law. 

• The concept of judicial independence is not judge’s personal privilege but responsibility cast on the 
person 

• The need for transparency and accountability and that “disclosure is a facet of public interest”. 

• Judicial independence is not secured by secrecy 

• Disclosure of details of serving judges’ personal assets is not a violation of their right to privacy. 

• Judiciary cannot function in total insulation as Judges enjoy constitutional post and discharge public 
duty. 

• Failure to bring about accountability reforms would erode trust in the courts’ impartiality, harming 
core judicial functions. 

5) Impact 

• With the CJI under the RTI Act, there will be greater transparency by public authorities. 

• The public confidence in the judiciary will rise with this development. 
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• Judicial appointments will also be subject to the test of public interest and procedures mandated in 
the RTI Act 

• It could now impinge upon issues such as disclosure, under the RTI Act, by other institutions such as 
registered political parties. 

6) Concerns / Challenges 

• Supreme Court said only names of judges recommended by the collegium can be disclosed, not the 
reasons. 

• Right to Privacy is an important aspect and it has to be balanced with transparency while deciding 
to give out information from the office of the Chief Justice. 

• Right to information should not be allowed to be used as a tool of surveillance. 

• Maintaining a balance between Right to Privacy and Right to transparency 

7) Importance 

• The judiciary carries the trust of the people and is accountable to the people. 

• It is a unique wing of constitutional governance, with authority to review the decisions by the 
President, prime minister or chief ministers and legislatures both at centre and states. 

• It is the real guardian of the fundamental rights of the people. 

• Hence, the judgement will give fillip to people’s quest for transparency and accountability. 

8) Conclusion 

• Transparency and the right to information are crucially linked to the rule of law. 

• Striking a balance between Right to Information and Right to Privacy is essential. 
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